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Publicly managed pension systems operating on the basis of pay-as-you-go (PAYG)

schemes face ® nancial di� culties worldwide. The expenditure-revenue balances of

such a system are determined jointly by the selected con® guration of system par-

ameters, and interrelated developments in the labour market and demographic struc-
ture. In a country where pension coverage is compulsory, these developments occur

completely beyond the control of pension system administrators implying that any

imbalances that may arise over time can be corrected only by adjusting the existing

con® guration of contribution and replacement rates, and minimum retirement ages.

It can be shown, however, that there are in® nitely many con® gurations of these
system parameters that could be used to maintain a selected intertemporal balance

between the amounts of contributions collected from workers and pensions paid to

the retirees. This paper describes an algorithm developed to identify all possible

con® gurations compatible with this goal and illustrates its use with reference to

the pension reform debate in Turkey, a country whose PAYG-based pension system
already faces a severe ® nancial crisis despite a relatively young workforce/popula-

tion. The results indicate that for contribution and replacement rates to remain

around their current values, the minimum retirement age must be increased substan-

tially.

I . INTRODUCTION

Publicly managed pension systems based on pay-as-you-go

(PAYG) schemes face ® nancial di� culties worldwide.

These systems use contributions collected from currently

active workers to pay pension bene® ts to eligible retirees

who have previously contributed to the system. The con-

tributions for each worker are determined by multiplying

the wage/salary income with the applicable payroll tax

rates, whereas the retirement incomes are calculated by

using replacement rates that tie pension payments to

wages/salaries earned prior to retirement. Since wages/

salaries are determined in the labour market, the pre-

retirement incomes out of which contributions are collected

and by which levels of pension payments are determined

are exogenous to the pension system. While the relevant

rates can be adjusted to control the amounts of contribu-

tion receipts and pension payments per individual, total

revenues and expenditures of the entire system depend on

the numbers of active workers and retirees covered. But

these numbers themselves are largely determined by

demographics implying that in a country where coverage
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is compulsory, a publicly managed system can keep these

under check only by setting minimum contribution periods.
Pension authorities and policy makers of such a country,

therefore, have essentially three parameters to adjust,

whenever exogenous changes occurring over time seriously

disturb the revenue± expenditure balances of the PAYG-

based system: contribution and replacement rates, and
minimum contribution periods (retirement ages).

When a growing pension de® cit signals the need for

parametric pension reform as it is sometimes called

(Chand and Jaeger, 1996), existing values of pension par-

ameters must be changed within politically acceptable lim-

its so as to eliminate (or curb the growth in) pension
de® cits. Theoretically, however, there are in® nitely many

con® gurations of these three parameters that are compati-

ble with the maintenance over time of a selected balance

between contribution receipts and pension expenditures,

and informing policy makers of the choices available to
them requires identi® cation of possible con® gurations.

The present paper considers this identi® cation issue in an

intertemporal setting as in generational accounting studies

(Auerbach et al., 1991). For this purpose, a simple optimi-

zation model is developed and applied to the case of para-
metric reform options before Turkey, a country whose

publicly managed, PAYG-based pension system already

faces a severe ® nancial crisis despite a relatively young

population/workforce. Unlike other countries where simi-

lar pension systems face ® nancial di� culties largely

because of population ageing over the course of their
demographic transition, a major reason behind the crisis

of Turkish system is the retirement ages that are exception-

ally low1 by international standards (Sayan and Kenc,

1999).2 The evident need to increase minimum contribution

periods/retirement ages distinguishes pension reform
eŒorts in Turkey from the experience of other countries

where policy makers had little room to adjust retirement

ages along with other two parameters. So, the numerical

optimization algorithm used here has been developed to

solve for optimal values of all three policy parameters
simultaneously.

The optimization approach and its implementation are

described in the next two sections. The results are presented

in Section IV where the implications of results are brie¯ y

discussed.

II . THE NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION

FRAMEWORK

The approach outlined in this section links up well with the
growing pension reform literature as brie¯ y surveyed by

Chand and Jaeger (1996) . Particularly relevant examples

of this literature can be found in Halter and Hemming
(1987), Van den Noord and Herd (1994), and Boll et al.

(1994) for other countries, and in ILO (1996) and Sayan

and Ozgur (1999) for Turkey.

Alternative policy parameter con® gurations that will

stop the growth of pension de® cits over a speci® ed period
of time could be identi® ed by solving the following mini-

mization problem, subject to the values that exogenous

variables are projected to take over time and non-negativ-

ity constraints:

min
CR;RR;A

D ²
X½

tˆt0

À

…1 ‡ ¯†t 0 RR:
XF

aˆA

rwa;t¡…a¡A†¡1:ra;t

Á

¡CR: >
XA¡1

aˆa0

rwa;twa;t

!
…1†

where

CR = average rate for employee and employer contri-

butions combined,

RR = average replacement rate tying pension bene® ts

to wages earned by workers,
A = minimum retirement age,

¯ = discount rate,

À = the fraction of wages on the basis of which con-

tributions and pension payments are calculated

(wage ceiling),

rwa;t = average real wage earned by workers at the age of
a at time t,

wa;t = number of workers at the age of a at time t,

ra;t = number of retirees at the age of a at time t,

a = age index running from the beginning of work-

ing-life, a0 , to , life expectancy in years,
t = time index running from initial period, t0, to ½ ,

the end of model horizon, and

t 0 = t ¡ t0

Given this notation, total pension payments at t are cal-

culated by multiplying the number of retirees in each age
group a with the applicable pension for that group, and

summing over a. The applicable pensions are calculated

through a simple indexation scheme requiring each retiree

to be paid a certain proportion, À; RR, of the last real wage

earned prior to retirement. Since a retiree aged a 5 A at
time t must have been collecting pensions for the past a ¡ A

years, the last pay check (s)he picked as a worker must be

given in real terms by rwa;t¡…a¡A†1, implying that (s)he is

entitled to collect RR% of this amount in pension pay-

ments. Each active worker aged a< A at time t , on the
other hand, is paid rwa;t, and contributions are collected at
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1 Presently, it is possible in Turkey to retire as early as 38 years of age (James, 1995).
2 For a comparison of the nature of demographic transition in Turkey to that in the European Union, see Kenc and Sayan (2000).



the rate of CR out of À% of this income. D in (1) therefore

shows the diŒerence between the sums of future (expected)

pension payments and total contribution receipts in real

present value terms. So, the problem can more precisely

be formulated as ® nding the endogenously determined

values of all 3 £ 1 policy vectors [CR RR A] so as to mini-

mize D, for given values of ¯ and À, and exogenous projec-

tion data on working and retiree populations and real

wages.3

II I . IMPLEMENTATION

In implementing the algorithm developed for this purpose,

the goal for Turkish pension system was set to have D ˆ 0

over the 1995± 2060 period. Obviously, the alternative con-

® gurations could have been found also by requiring D > 0,

allowing the government to provide subsidies to pension

institutions as a social policy. Even now, however, the

existing system in Turkey absorbs most of the direct sub-

sidies and transfers by the government as indicated in

Table 1.4 Moreover, the total de® cit of social security

system is projected to increase to 16.8% of GNP by the

year 2050 if the current pension parameters are to be

retained. Even considering pension losses alone, the projec-

tions indicate that by 2010, the GNP share of pension

de® cits is likely to exceed 5% (Ayas, 1998).

Getting D as close to 0 as possible is equivalent to the

maintenance of the real de® cit of the entire pension system

in Turkey at its 1995 level. As the Turkish economy would

continue to grow, this must be expected to lower the real

GDP share of pension de® cit to a negligible level by the

year 2060.
Within this set-up, projection data were fed into the

computational algorithm developed for this purpose and

the optimal (CR RR A) triplets were found.5 The projection

data needed came from diŒerent sources and whenever

necessary, new series were generated under appropriate
assumptions. For population projections, the same data

were used as the ILO (1996) study. Working population

series was generated using these population projections

under the assumption that workforce participation rates

by gender and age in 1994 would remain the same as

reported by SIS (1995). As for the retiree population, the
ratio of the number of retirees to total population in 1995

was found using the numbers of voluntary retirees at each

age group as reported in ILO (1996). Then, the projections

concerning annual stocks of pensioners were generated

under the assumption that this ratio would stay constant
by the end of model horizon. The real wage projections

were obtained by extending the series in Bulutay (1992)

into 2060 using assumed rates of productivity growth and

expected in¯ ation.6 Finally, À was taken to be 40% as in

Gillion and Cichon (1996) and d was set equal to 0.05 as in
ILO (1996).

The algorithm run in Gauss requires that the follow-

ing inequality be satis® ed for each con® guration of

parameters:7
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In searching for the optimal values, the following pro-

cedure was used. For each alternative value of A consid-

ered, the ra;t series in the initial projection data was
regenerated by transferring the retirees younger than A to

the working population. Then, the total present value of
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Table 1. Growth of social security de® cit in Turkey

Year Share of soc. sec. de® cit Share of total transfers to
in total budget de® cit (% ) soc. sec. institutions in GNP (% )

1993 17 1.20
1994 20 1.13

1995 36 1.44
1996 26 2.16

1997 34 2.55
1998 35 2.85

Source: Ayas (1998, pp. 48± 49)

3 As such, the exercise focuses on pension balances alone and overlooks survivors’ bene® ts, health care payments, or old-age bene® ts to the needy and
other similar aspects of social security.
4 The term s̀ocial security system’ here refers to the collection of three publicly managed institutions: Bag-Kur (BK), Emekli Sandigi (ES) and Sosyal
Sigortalar Kurumu (SSK), each oŒering pension, health and disability bene® ts to diŒerent groups within the working population. For more information,
see, for example, Sayan and Ozgur (1999).
5 In order to limit the scope of analysis to essential details only, the CR and RR values in the optimal con® gurations are taken here as average rates that
would commonly apply to all three institutions.
6 It was assumed that the rate of labour productivity growth would be maintained at its 1950 ± 1989 average of 2.73% calculated from Bulutay (1992).
Expected in¯ ation rates were assumed to be equal to previous year’s rate until 1998 and to be the following thereafter: 50% for 1998± 2000; 20% for 2000±
2005; 10% for 2005± 2010, 5% for 2010± 2020, and 3% for 2020± 2060.
7 It can be shown that this amounts to minimizing D in (1) to the desired degree of precision. Requiring that the ratio in (2) be strictly smaller than 0.00001
rather than 0.0001, for example, would increase the precision.



real pension payments was calculated by changing the RR

with increments of 0.05 within the interval [0, 1] for this

new value of A. After storing the results from this stage,

a search routine was employed to ® nd CRs that will be

compatible with the ratio in (2) being smaller than 0.0001
for each previously stored value of RR and the associated

value of A. Finally, optimal con® gurations are plotted in

three dimensions as shown in the next section.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1 shows all [CR RR A] con® gurations that are com-

patible with D ˆ 0 over the 1995± 2060 period. The current

situation is marked in the ® gure with the existing average
CR of 20% and a minimum allowable retirement age of 38.

Two stars marked show applicable RRs for people covered

by the largest two of the pension institutions, SSK and ES

(TUSIAD, 1997). The bold black line in Fig. 1 shows the

required (as opposed to actual) CRs for these RRs to be

maintained by allowing people to retire as early as 38 years
of age, and without allowing for a growth in pension def-

icits. The required contribution rates that correspond to

RRs of 0.67 (ES) and 0.95 (SSK) are 0.69 and 0.94, respect-

ively. Given the wage ceiling of 40% , a CR of 69% implies

that 27.6% of the real wages earned have to be contributed
to the system by white-collar workers covered by ES. For

the higher RR applicable to the pensioners of SSK, on the

other hand, the required CR of 95% implies a contribution

level corresponding to 38% of the real wages earned by

SSK workers.
The cross-section in Fig. 2 shows the locus of possible

(A, RR) combinations associated with CR ˆ 20% . The

replacement rates of 0.67 and 0.95 marked in the ® gure

indicate that current RRs of ES and SSK would require

minimum retirement ages varying between 53 and 56, if the

average CR of 20% are to be retained.
Similar cross-section plots could be generated for other

politically acceptable values of CRs if the RRs are to be

maintained at current values. Since each diŒerent con® g-

uration implies a diŒerent intergenerational distribution of

pension system resources, the policy makers may opt to

reduce RRs as well. In general, once a consensus on the

need to curb the growth of pension de® cits is reached, the
particular parameter vector picked would depend on the

relative political powers of parties involved, e.g. retirees’

associations, trade unions etc. It is obvious from the

results, however, that for CRs and RRs to remain around

their current values, the minimum retirement age must be

increased signi® cantly.
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